Instruction Manual
Movement
Your watch is equipped with a mechanical automatic winding movement, which remains charged by
wearing the watch. If you have not worn the watch for 24 hours or more you should wind up the
movement by the crown at 3h about 20 times to your own safety. This will charge the barrel spring of your
watch. The oscillating weight will continue to wind the movement and the watch will keep going on while
wearing it. The power reserve of the movement is about 42 hours.

Case
The Strom Agonium Nethuns II case is waterproof to 200 meters/666 feet.

Crown at 3h, Setting the time
To set the time the screw down crown at 3h has to be unscrewed. For the correction of hours, minutes,
and seconds, take the crown between two fingers and pull the crown out (two clicks). Set the correct time
by rotating the crown forwards or backwards. After setting the time push the crown back and screw it
down again. Be always aware the crown has to be locked when wearing it or getting in touch with water.

Crown at 9h, Setting the diving bezel
The screw down crown at 9h has to be unscrewed in order to set the diving bezel.
Uni-directional revolving, notched bezel, 0 – 60 minutes, for controlling diving and decompression time.
Before diving, the luminous triangle of the bezel must be placed opposite the minute hand which will
indicate the number of minutes elapsed according to the diving time. After setting the diving bezel push
the crown back and screw it down again. Be always aware the crown has to be locked when wearing it or
getting in touch with water.

Crystal
The domed sapphire crystal is scratch resistant and is double side anti reflective treated.

Dial and Hands
Designed to assure easy legibility the dial has 12 luminous hour markers and luminous hands.

